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YESTERDA Y was the a former Italian resistance member sponsible '~t;t~ ~wer and its
50th an,niver'Sary of the who had suffered unimaginably at wicked partner, the absence of
Universal Declaration of police hands, found herself at lunch responsible state power.
H
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gh th in Paris with Rene Cassin.Ma petite Further, the declaration estab-
uman Ri ts, e sweetest (my dear), he said, taking'her hand, lished the principle, as others have

document of the century, It the high values proclaimed in the put it, that nations are accountable
has brought an incalculable Universal Declaration mean noth- not only to their citizens but also to
sum of comfort relief and ing without a constituency to bring others outside their borders for the
dignity to pe~ple under then,tinto effe~t.. way they treat their people.

Gmetta - It IShard to address Accountable because everyone
abuse or threat. It has this laughing, lilting person more signed, except America's Soviet-
changed the world. formally - was then still in her 20s. bloc adversaries and its Saudi oil

But for an ultimate appreciation She went on to do a major share of friends. Accountable because the
of the contribution the declaration the work of providing that con- declaration expressed the felt
has made to the human condition, stituency, helping to establish the truths of the age. And accountable
you must turn to the likes of prisoner support organization because human rights became a
Ginetta Sagan. The Italian-born Amnesty International and then the political force, although not always
California resident speaks authori- Aurora Foundation, which funnels a constant one.
tatively, from personal experience aid to Amnesty-supported prison- The Allies' winning of World War
as well as general knowledge, for ers. n had generated the fragile wave of
the victims of the terror that the Sworn against violence, Ginetta internationalism that brought the
declaration would put right. turned to persuasion with a declaration to life.

The declaration was written in vengeance. Journalists don't much The wave broke on the cold war,
1948 under the auspices of like to do setpiece anniversary am- which led the United States some-
UNESCO, the. UN cultural body cles, but she started working on me times to invoke the declaration,
then at the peak of its prestige. .Its several ,years ago to write about the against the Soviets, and soroetimes
guiding spirit was the French jurist declaration's coming50th.- You try to play it down to avoid being
Rene Cassin. It was he who wrvte telling Gifietta yo'u'd like to think embarrassed by the flawed human
the majestic and what was in those about it a bit. rights record of some of the coun-
days the revolutionary assertion, The declaration became the legal tries America chose as cold war
"All people are born free and equal and moral basis of a continuing allies.
in dignity and rights." global campaign to protect the mil- Now we are in a post-Soviet peri-

At a certain point, Ginetta Sagan, lions of people threatened by irre- od. Some familiar objections to the
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reach of the Universal Declaration
are still to be heard. Some say that I
a concern for rights is intervention-

Iist and that different cultures and

circumstances justify a selective 1

rather than universal approach,
Communist government claim

that economic and social pro-
grammes morally match the civil,
political and human rights at the
core of the declaration, In fact, it is
the supposedly softheaded Eleanor
Roosevelt who is credited with
drafting the language that de-
fanged this claim.

The common approach of the
United States and many other
democratic governments is that
rights must be blended with com-
merce and strategy in a comprehen-
sive policy. Just how is the continu-
ing question.
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On this 50th anniversary, lawyers
and diplomats from all over are sift-
ing through ways to improve the-
text of the Universal Declaration -
by extending coverage to women4
and refugees, for instance - and to,
strengthen enforcement. They
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to reinforce what Louis Henkl
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calls "the universal ideology at th
eve of the new century." :
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